MAAG® GEAR
GEAR SYSTEMS

Open gears
Geared parts for heavy-duty
use in cement and mining

WE DISCOVER POTENTIAL

Durable girth gear
and pinions
Manufactured using state-of-the-art processes and high-quality source materials,
our line of MAAG® Girth gears and pinions are fit-for-purpose and for a lifetime
– ensuring long-lasting, high-performance for your mill or kiln.

Key benefits
■
Long-lasting,
heavy-duty
girth gear

■
Expert
customisations

■
No risk of inclusions and other
irregularities

■
Long
service life

■
The diversity
to fulfil your
demands

■
Made to order
– and match
your need

Get the best from your mill
or kiln with our girth gears
Heavy-duty comminution requires heavy-duty equipment – and our MAAG® Girth gears
are up to the task. Manufactured used state-of-the-art processes and high-quality source
materials, our line of girth gears is ensuring high-performance for your mill or kiln.
Introduction

Technology

Over 1,000 MAAG Girth gears are in service around the world
– delivering optimal reliability for the cement and mineral industries.
Applications for MAAG Girth gears also extend into the chemical
processing, ceramic industries and food processing and pulp
and paper.

When supplying ductile cast iron or cast-iron girth gears, we source
the raw material from world-leading foundries – working closely
with them to ensure the highest quality.

Our comprehensive expertise in forged gear ring technology
comes from our more than 50 years of experience, as well as our
collaborations with leading mill suppliers and technical universities.
As a member of the American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA), we are actively involved in defining the standards for
gear-rating calculations, service factors and other design standards.
We continuously invest in technology and knowledge – along with
steadily strengthening our network of partners.

We build our fabricated girth gears using forged gear rim material
and bodies made in an electro-welded structure. Compared to
girth gears with cast base material, the manufacturing process
is more sophisticated, as well as more reliable. The uniform and
homogenous crystal structure of the forged rims, guarantees
identical material properties throughout the entire toothing.
Casting defects like hot tears, porosity or shrinkage are excluded
– resulting in a stronger and more reliable girth gear.
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Tailor-made pinions that
round up your open gears
Manufactured with maximum precision, our MAAG® Pinions are customised
for your mill and kiln drive application and designed to work harmoniously
with our girth gears – delivering smooth, reliable operations.
Introduction

In addition to our girth gear development, we design and manu
facture pinions and have improved pinion technology. The correct
combination of material, hardness and finishing between pinion
and gears is crucial ensuring the installed equipment has a long
service life.

Engineered for success

Our team of engineers carefully consider how to implement the
required tooth flank modification for the gearing of various pinions
with new installation – ensuring that MAAG Pinions are fit-for-purpose and deliver maximum output with minimum noise disruption.
Through precise manufacturing techniques, we implement profile
and longitudinal modifications for pinions as required by your mill
or kiln drives.
If a pinon replacement requires a higher performance or different
speed, we will take responsibility for the design of the new gearing.
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Pinions are as varied as their applications. Our pinion
designs include:
■■ Self-aligning,
■■ Spur, helical or double helical toothing,
■■ Bored or integral,
■■ Forged alloyed steel,
■■ Through-hardened, quenched and tempered,
■■ Carburised and ground,
■■ Induction-hardened, and
■■ Nitrided.

Heat treatment

As we have developed, improved and patented several heat
treatment processes, we can safely call ourselves leaders in
the field of heat treatment. Our modern heat treatment facilities
ensure the best material quality and characteristics, producing
dependable top-notch pinions.

Production capacity

While our modern manufacturing processes are impressive,
it’s really our highly-skilled engineers and operators who make
our girth gears and pinions stellar. Our engineers and machine
operators are trained in sophisticated engineering software,
allowing them to meet your precise specifications by creating
high-quality girth gears and pinions made from a variety of mater
ials. Depending on your needs, we can manufacture all geared
components of the entire power train or individual components.
Based on engineering analysis and many years of experience,
we can also propose design improvements to increase part
reliability – delivering smooth operations for your mill or kiln
long into the future.
Our customers rely on MAAG products, which undergo strict
tests such as NDT-QA inspection, NON-destructive testing
and Ultrasonic testing, magnetic particle and penetrant testing.
We comply with the following international standards: UNI EN ISO,
AWS, ASTM, ASME and DIN.

The continuous investment in our modern
machine shops guarantees state-of-the-art girth
gear production, in a wide-range of sizing:
External gears
■■ Maximum diameter: 10,000 mm
■■ Face width: 850 mm
■■ Maximum module: 50 by hobbling
Internal gears
■■ Maximum diameter: 6,500 mm
■■ Face width: 400 mm
■■ Maximum module: 25.4
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Precision is
a question of quality
Our products are known for their high reliability. Manufactured in state-of the-art production
plants, enriched with many years of experience, supported by a wide range of services.

Quality policy

Our certification according to the latest ISO 9001:2008 standards
and our commitment to create strong relationships with our
customers, suppliers and employees has the clear target to
establish us as a trustworthy, reliable and professional partner.
This commitment includes providing the markets with high quality
and high value solutions, products and services to support
productivity and sustainability of our customer.
With our process management system, we endeavor to meet
and exceed quality standards and provide adequate resources
to support the quality system.
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Our quality policy centers on the importance of meeting our
customers’ requirements. To reach that our management continuously revues and establishes the quality objectives and our
employees are committed to the company’s Management System,
as well to the continual improvement of the system and the entire
organization. Each employee is aware of the vision and strategy
we pursue and works in a culture of opportunity.
With our suppliers and external partners, we cultivate an open
communication and collaborate on performance-oriented results.

A pioneer of
modern gear technology
For more than 100 years, the MAAG® Gear brand has successfully
lived up to its founding vision and values.

As part of the global FLSmidth Group, the business continues to
be the preferred full-service provider for the heavy-duty industry.
As leading technical developer of drive solutions for the cement
and minerals industries we remain focused on our customers
productivity.

Engineering and production

Since introducing with great success in 1966 the technology of mill
gear units to the cement industry we have sold over 6000 MAAG
Gear units and 1000 girth gears. In todays’ setup, Engineering and
Production take place in 4 modern plants located in Italy, Switzer-
land, Poland and India.

Our strength

We support our customer’s expecations with highly efficient
products. The key of success lies in the combination of modularized
solutions and compact design. Careful material selection and
unique production accuracy enables our gear units to increase

customers sustainability. The continuous incorporation of experi-
ence, new technical solutions and latest manufacturing techniques
into the production process combined with intensive development
and training of our engineers assure best understanding of how to
design and operate a gear unit to lengthen its life cycle. A constant
willingness to innovate and close collaborations with our customers
have led to ensure that MAAG gear units operate reliably through
-out the world under toughest conditions.

Product range

Todays’ product range includes various drive solutions and
maintenance systems for all types of applications needed in various
industries. We also manufacture single components such as bevel
sets, girth gears and various replacement parts.
All MAAG gear units are available as standard solutions
or customized to its specific application.
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FLSmidth A/S
Vigerslev Allé 77
2500 Valby
Denmark
Tel. +45 3618 1000
Fax +45 3630 1820
info@flsmidth.com
www.flsmidth.com
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